ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

In the Matter of

WARNER MUSIC GROUP CORP.,

Respondent.

ASSURANCE OF DISCONTINUANCE
Pursuant to Executive Law § 63(15)

In 2004, Eliot Spitzer, Attorney General of the State of New York, initiated an investigation pursuant to the provisions of Article 22-A of the General Business Law and Section 63 of the Executive Law into practices relating to the promotion of music to radio broadcasting stations. WARNER MUSIC GROUP CORP. ("Warner Music") has cooperated with the Attorney General through the course of this investigation and, in or about June of 2005, implemented guidelines that address some of the conduct discussed below. Warner Music has agreed to revise its guidelines consistent with Exhibit B to this Assurance of Discontinuance. The Attorney General finds that the practices discussed below are pervasive within the music industry and by no means unique to Warner Music. Further, the Attorney General makes no finding as to the artistic merit of the work of any of the artists mentioned in this document.

Based on his investigation, the Attorney General makes the following findings:

Preliminary Statement

1. Respondent, Warner Music, is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business located at 75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10019.

2. Warner Music is engaged in the production, distribution and sale of pre-recorded
music. Warner Music is the third largest record company in the United States and is one of the four major record companies that dominate the music industry. Warner Music includes several record labels that sign artists, produce records, and market, promote, and sell those records.

3. To sell music and reap profits, Warner Music label groups aggressively promote their music to radio broadcasting stations, because radio airplay is the single most significant driver of music sales: the more a song is played on the air, the more people are likely to hear it and then buy it. Moreover, the more airplay a song receives, the higher it is likely to climb on the published charts that purport to reflect the song’s popularity. This, in turn, increases the likelihood that retailers will stock the song and consumers will buy it. Simply put, increased airplay translates into increased sales.

4. Record labels have stables of artists whose music the labels seek to promote. Because far more songs are produced than can be played on the air, stiff competition exists between labels to obtain airplay for their artists, a necessary component of the labels’ marketing effort to profit from record sales.

5. Warner Music has illegally provided radio stations with financial benefits to obtain airplay and boost the chart position of its songs. Contrary to listener expectations that songs are selected for airplay on the basis of their popularity or artistic merit, Warner Music has obtained airplay for its songs through such deceptive and illegal practices as: (a) bribing radio station employees, on occasion, to play its songs; (b) providing a stream of financial benefits to radio stations to assist with stations’ overhead costs or to benefit stations’ listening audience, on the condition that its records receive airplay; (c) using independent promoters as conduits for illegal payments to radio stations to obtain airplay; (d) purchasing spin programs and using
syndicated programs to manipulate chart positions of its music; and (e) engaging in fraudulent call-in campaigns to increase airplay of its songs.

6. The federal Communications Act prohibits payola. 47 U.S.C. § 508 requires any employee of a radio station who accepts or agrees to accept money, services or other valuable consideration, or any person who pays or agrees to pay such radio station employee money, services or other consideration in exchange for the broadcast of any particular piece of programming, to disclose, this payment to the station. 47 U.S.C. § 317 requires radio stations to exercise due diligence to ensure that the prescribed announcements take place. 47 U.S.C. § 508 makes a failure to comply with these disclosure requirements a misdemeanor and subjects the violator to imprisonment of up to one year and fines of up to $10,000.

7. In addition to the federal payola statutes, New York State law prohibits the paying of bribes to radio station personnel. Under the State’s commercial bribery statute, New York Penal Law § 180.00, it is a misdemeanor for anyone to confer (or offer to confer) a benefit upon another party with the intent to influence the recipient’s conduct regarding the business affairs of the recipient’s employer, without the employer’s consent.

8. Section 349 of the New York General Business Law ("GBL") empowers the Attorney General to seek injunctive relief when any person or entity has engaged in deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any business. Section 350-d of the GBL empowers the Attorney General to seek, inter alia, civil penalties in the amount of $500 for each violation of section 349, the Deceptive Practices Statute. Finally, Executive Law §§ 63(12) and 63(15) empower the Attorney General to seek injunctive and equitable relief when any person or business entity has engaged in or otherwise demonstrated repeated fraudulent or illegal acts in the
transaction of business.

1. Modern Pay-for-Play

9. In the 45 years since the enactment of the federal payola statutes, the practice of pay-for-play has changed significantly. The bribes to local disc jockeys have evolved into an elaborate corporate payola strategy. The increased sophistication of such a strategy reflects the significant consolidation that has taken place within the radio industry in the wake of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which substantially increased the number of stations that could be owned by a single entity. With the advent of conglomerates such as Clear Channel Communications, Inc. ("Clear Channel") and Infinity Broadcasting, Inc. ("Infinity"), record label executives can, and do, negotiate deals netting airplay across a large number of stations serving a host of different geographic markets.

10. Radio stations — whether independent or belonging to a conglomerate — no longer rely on disc jockeys to choose recorded music for broadcast. Rather, programming personnel now have responsibility for formulating "play lists," strict and detailed schedules setting forth exactly those songs the radio station will play each week. As they update the play lists from one week to the next, programmers generally remove a limited number of songs and add new songs to fill the vacated slots. The newly added songs are referred to in the industry as "adds." Record labels pursue carefully designed promotion campaigns aimed at garnering adds, which represent in each case a significant achievement for the label's promotion staff.

11. Once a radio station has finished its play list for the upcoming week, the station often will report the play list to other music industry participants, including record labels and the two charting companies, Billboard and Radio & Records. The charting companies compile
charts for various music formats that purport to reflect the popularity of individual songs based, in part, on radio airplay, as monitored by two other companies, BDS and Mediabase, which track the number of times (or “spins”) each song is played on the air.

12. Accordingly, in addition to seeking to have their songs added to play lists, record labels are intensely interested in seeing each add receive as many spins as possible. Frequent airplay not only creates audience awareness but improves the song’s chart position and its prospects for becoming a lucrative hit. Label promotion staff at times work to obtain commitments from stations to play a song as often as possible. Ideally the staff hopes to secure airplay between 6:00 a.m. and midnight, when listening audiences are the largest.

13. Intense competition among record labels for the relatively small number of valuable play list slots has caused a variety of aggressive pay-for-play mechanisms to emerge. All labels share the common objective of advancing the circulation of record labels’ products to the listening public. In each case, music consumers remain unaware of the extent to which radio programming and record popularity statistics are being manipulated and compromised.

14. In addition to employing the traditional device of delivering hokes to radio programmers—which now can take the form of expensive vacation packages, electronics, and other valuable items—record labels endeavor to gain airplay for their songs by providing such inducements to the radio stations as “promotional support,” which the stations can then use either to help meet their own operational needs or as prizes and “giveaways” designed to increase the size of the stations’ listening audience. Similarly, labels routinely arrange for their artists to perform on the radio for free or at reduced rates, with the clear understanding that each such performance will take place only if the station gives the artist’s recorded work airplay.
15. In an effort to dodge the payola laws, record labels and radio stations have also enlisted the services of so-called independent promoters, or "indies," men who act as conduits for delivery of the labels' promotional support to the stations and help perpetuate the fiction that this support is not actually being delivered by the labels in exchange for airplay and therefore does not violate the payola statutes. Many independent promoters receive compensation from the labels for each add they obtain.

16. Labels also strive to boost the popularity of their recorded music through the deceptive device of "spin programs"—air time bought by the labels under the guise of advertising, during which particular songs are played so that the charting companies (BDS and Mediabase) will credit those songs with spins beyond those attributable to the radio stations' own programming decisions. At times, labels also have used "syndicated programs," countdown shows sponsored by radio conglomerates, to obtain numerous detectable spins for songs.

17. Finally, to increase spins and exposure, labels direct paid agents or their own personnel to contact radio stations and radio programs, and place fraudulent requests that certain songs be played.

18. By engaging in such an elaborate scheme to purchase airplay, increase spins, and manipulate the charts, Warner Music and the other record labels present the public with a skewed picture of the country's "best" and "most popular" recorded music.

II. Warner Music's Multi-Faceted Pay-for-Play Strategy

19. Rather than relying exclusively on the quality or originality of its music to obtain airplay for its artists' recordings, Warner Music pursues all of the foregoing "pay-for-play" techniques. These practices are carried out by the promotion departments of Warner Music's
various label groups – which include Warner Music Bros. Records (WBR), Reprise Records, Lava Records and Atlantic Records – and have been condoned by senior executives at Warner Music record labels.

20. Each of the major Warner Music label’s promotions department is headed by a senior or executive vice president of promotion, who receives reports from staff responsible for the specific music formats adopted by music radio stations, such as Top 40, Adult Contemporary, Alternative Rock, and Adult Album Alternative.

21. The national promotion staff is responsible for promoting songs by music format. The promotion department of each major Warner Music label also has a regional promotion staff, focused geographically, who report directly to national promotion staff and interact with the senior or executive vice president of promotion through weekly conference calls. The primary function of promotion department employees is to obtain airplay for Warner Music’s artists. At times regional promotion staff have been given modest monetary bonuses called “spiffs” to aggressively secure adds and spin increases on songs identified as crucial by senior promotion managers.

22. In recent years, a significant portion of Warner Music’s radio promotion dollars has been used to purchase airplay and create hit records.

A. Gifts and Bribes to Station Programmers

23. Warner Music has provided items of value to radio station programmers, such as air fare, sporting events tickets, computer equipment, convention fees, tickets to award shows, concert tickets, and other gifts for programmers’ personal use.

24. When employed, this practice is used both to secure airplay commitments on
specific songs and to buy the good will of a programmer who, in return, commits to playing Warner Music music on a regular basis. In some instances, the gifts have been couched as radio contest prizes and other types of listener giveaways.

25. Warner Music has provided radio station programmers with items of value in exchange for airplay. For example, Warner Music has paid to send David Universal, a former program director at WKSE in Buffalo, on a personal trip to Miami in order to have its music played. Warner Music also has provided Mr. Universal with a laptop computer, tickets to sporting events, concerts and a host of other promotional items for his personal use.

26. According to Warner Music employees, Mr. Universal always required something in exchange for adding a song. An Atlantic Promotion Manager stated, "we all did business with Dave. We all had to do business with Dave if we were going to get our records on. And it was a game that you either played or you didn't have a shot at getting your records on the air."

27. Mr. Universal was not the only radio station employee to receive items for personal use in exchange for airplay. Warner Music promotion managers have admitted to providing radio station employees with Grammy, American Music Award, MTV Video, World Series, and Super Bowl tickets for their personal use to add Warner Music's music to their play list.

28. Warner Music personnel monitor the spin commitments they obtain by using the services of Mediabase, one of the airplay monitoring companies, which provides real time access to spins accumulating on current songs at radio stations across the country.

B. Promotional Support to Radio Stations

29. In addition to bribing individual radio station employees to secure airplay, Warner Music regularly provides "promotional support" to radio stations in exchange for airplay of its
songs. Consumers are unaware that the songs are being played because Warner Music has provided promotional support to the radio station. Warner Music provides this support with the specific purpose of improperly influencing the stations’ airplay decisions.

30. In their regular direct contact with radio station programmers, Warner Music promotion department employees dangle the prospect of promotional support as an explicit and implicit inducement for the programmers to add songs and/or increase airplay. Stations use the promotional support they receive for two general purposes: to assist with operating costs, and to benefit their listening audience. Such support is attractive to stations because it lowers overhead, draws listeners and boosts ratings. This support influences programming decisions, a fact not disclosed to consumers.

31. According to one Warner Music promotion manager, the primary goal in offering promotional support is to maximize radio exposure for a song, which includes getting the song added to the play list, getting increased rotations, and getting play during daytime hours. At times, radio stations are not interested in the promotional support being offered but instead will ask the label employee to pay an invoice that the station owes to a third party vendor. If the invoice matches the dollar amount of the promotional support that was initially offered, the label employee will often agree to pay the invoice for the radio station.

32. Warner Music promotion employees from various labels have admitted to providing promotional support to assist with a station’s operating costs in order to secure airplay for Warner Music’s artists. A national promotion manager at WBR stated, “We have paid for some production costs for their station shows . . . .” A Reprise national promotion manager testified, “If they need a bill paid, we would accommodate that if it was tied in with an artist.”
regional promotion manager explained that "we... have offered to have a station's bill paid or an invoice paid for a radio station in an effort to get an artist's music on radio."

33. Radio stations, well aware of Warner Music's eagerness for adds and spin increases, knew they need only ask Warner Music to provide a particular item and Warner Music would comply. Consequently, Warner Music employees have paid: to have a radio station's logo painted on its vehicle, for production costs that a radio station incurred to upgrade its jingle packages, and expenses incurred to hire a new voiceover person.

34. Among the stations that have requested promotion support, a few stand out. A Warner Music local promotion manager testified that "...a lot of the Clear Channel stations that I deal with who have been without any real promotional budgets now for years are often some of the most active... WKKF in Albany, WHHT in Syracuse and WKSJ in Rochester [a Cricaster station]... WPXY, an Infinity station in [Rochester, NY]."

35. Warner Music promotion employees also have purchased timeslots in exchange for airplay as a means of promoting promotional support to a radio station. Time buys are commercials purchased on radio stations to advertise a product or service such as a particular artist and record album. Occasionally a radio station in need of advertising dollars would require Warner Music to purchase a time buy in exchange for airplay.

36. According to one Atlantic promotion employee, "[T]here have been times that a station will add a record of mine and say, 'Hey, you know, we would really love it actually if for promotional support you could do our sales department a favor and buy a time buy.'" A promotion employee from WBR stated that there were stations, usually in smaller markets, that would require WBR to purchase a time buy or some sort of advertising in order to play one of its
artists. A Reprise promotions manager testified that "[a] lot of times they have just asked in terms of 'Hey, we are going to add your record. Can you please support us with a time buy?" Warner Music complied, purchasing time buys to obtain adds or increased spins, and the radio stations received advertising revenue.

37. The impropriety of Warner Music's supplying promotional support to radio stations is amplified by the fact that "promotional support" may include items that are not related to any of Warner Music's artists.

38. Warner Music routinely arranges for its artists to perform at radio station events and concerts in exchange for airplay commitments. Artist performances have come to represent a particularly attractive revenue source for radio stations, presenting significant branding and advertising opportunities at reduced expense, as the artists typically agree to perform for free or at reduced rates.

39. In addition to providing promotional support to assist with stations' overhead costs, Warner Music also provides stations with flyaways, concert tickets, CDs and electronics for their listening audiences. Warner Music routinely makes aggressive promotion pitches to radio stations that plainly tie promotional support to airplay. This practice has been described by Warner Music employees as an industry standard. Warner Music promotion employees have admitted providing radio stations with trips for winners to see a band in a glamorous city, front row concert tickets, computers, televisions, artist "meet & greets," autographed items, iPods, gift certificates, gift cards, posters, t-shirts and CDs. See e.g., WMG 067-979 (flyaway to London); WMG 084534 (flyaway to Santa Monica, CA); WMG 086673 (flyaway to Paris and 3 mini iPods); WMG 029553 (home stereo systems and iPod); WMG 086147 (Home Depot Gift Cards); WMG 084086
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(Mode’s Sports gift certificates; WMG 084284 (Amex gift checks); WMG 064144 (Crossgates Mall gift certificates)). As an Atlantic Regional Promotion manager stated,

It could be anything from... concert tickets to a show or perhaps it is a contest winner takes a trip to go see an artist somewhere in an exotic location. We have done electronics in the past, digital cameras, ... in an effort to get an artist’s music on the radio...

40. An October 2004 e-mail is also illustrative of the offers of “promotional support” that Warner Music has made to obtain ads or increase the spins of its songs. In this e-mail, a Warner Music regional representative describes communications Warner Music had with a program director at WHTG in New Jersey in an attempt to obtain airplay of the artist USED. The Warner Music employee states, “I even offered him [program director] tix to the upcoming USED shows, autographed items, etc. to get an increase.” [WMG 030778] Further, regarding conversations with a program and music director at WEQX in Vermont, the Warner Music employee stated “[I will also offer them tix to see [artist] Green Day & or the USED to NYC to get the add here.” [Id].

41. Such pay-for-play deals have constituted an integral part of Warner Music’s business strategy and have proceeded with the knowledge and approval of the top promotion executives at each Warner Music label.

42. For example, in response to BDS and Mediabase reporting of a song by Warner Music artist Michele Branch, a Warner Music executive admonished promotional staff in an e-mail: “[W]e need to jump into spins immediately this morning. No one should be less than 21x per week. [A Warner promotions employee] will send you a list of offenders [radio stations]... [C]lose the holes!!!” (Emphasis in the original). [WMG 073107]. When questioned under oath
about the intent of the e-mail, the author admitted that when the promotional staff receives an e-mail of that nature, there is an understanding by the staff that promotional support may be offered to the radio stations to encourage the increase of spins. [See also WMG 072437] (direction to staff to “close adds” with tickets to see a Warner Music artist or Madonna flyaway)).

43. When a Warner Music promotion employee seeks to provide promotional support, the employee must demonstrate the value of specific promotional activity in terms of airplay. Thus, in February 2004, when Z100, a major market Clear Channel station in New York City, requested a flyaway to L.A. or Glasgow as a grand prize for a game contest it was hosting on the morning show, a Warner Music promotion executive stated: “With the record in power I feel we should do one of these for them. Can we approve this?” [WMG 072048]. And, as explained by one Warner Music promotion representative, “stations that are monitored have more available to them than stations that are not. . . . Ultimately those stations wind up affecting a chart, a chart which other stations look at.”

44. According to one promotion employee, no one cautioned against offering promotional items in exchange for airplay; the practice was simply routine.

C. Independent Promoters

45. Warner Music supplements the work of its promotion employees through the use of independent promoters—third parties who deal directly with the radio stations in seeking to gain airplay for Warner Music music. Although they are hired by the record labels, some independent promoters enjoy exclusive arrangements with particular radio stations and are guaranteed regular, direct access to the programmers responsible for the all-important play lists. These independent promoters are often referred to as “exclusive Indies.” Other independent
promoters, referred to as "retainer indies," are hired to promote a particular song and are paid a flat fee for the life of the project.

46. Exclusive independent promoters have financial relationships with radio stations. Although the financial arrangements between exclusives and the radio stations they work with vary, the essence of this financial relationship is the same: money and promotional support supplied by Warner Music and other record labels is funneled through the independent promoters to the stations.

47. To implement its pay-to-play strategy, Warner Music has often used exclusive indies to implement its pay-to-play strategy, including Michele Clark Promotions, Jeff McClusky and Associates, Tri-State, and Lawman Promotions. Warner Music established a compensation rate for each exclusive independent promoter used to secure airplay. These indies generally have been paid a fee by the record labels, often referred to as an "add fee," each time one of the promoter's stations has added a Warner Music song to its play list. Based on this compensation, the independent promoters inform the radio station programmers each week as to the promotional dollars available to support airplay for particular songs.

48. Although many of the independent promoters hired by Warner Music have exclusive arrangements with radio stations, these indies work for other record companies as well. Warner Music promotion departments have developed a pay scale for exclusive indies requiring a minimum number of spins at monitored stations before the indies receive payment. The fees range from $300 to $1,000 per add, depending on the particular market served by the station making the add.

49. This policy demonstrates that Warner Music's payments to independent
promoters have been tied expressly to airplay at radio stations – right down to the number of spins a song must receive before payment will issue to the independent promoter. The pay-for-play nature of these payments is clear. [WMG 089565].

50. In addition to add fees, exclusive independent promoters may receive one or more of the following types of payments:

- on occasion volume bonuses would be given for hitting a particular threshold set by the label. For example, a label might set a target of 10 adds, at which point the indie would receive a bonus payment.

- Indies might also ask for and receive an additional fee per add if a song proved particularly difficult to promote. This fee could amount to an additional $300 per add.

- Indies could also receive additional payment in the form of a “billback.” When a station purportedly needed help with a promotional bill, the exclusive indie would request an additional fee from the label. Generally, this billback, would be directly paid to the indie.

51. At the time when Clear Channel, Infinity, Entercom and Emedia had exclusive arrangements with independent promoters, Warner Music’s indie budget could be a much as $100,000 per song.

52. Michele Clark Promotions is an example of an independent promotion firm. It specialized in promotion to radio stations in the Adult Album Alternative or “Triple AAA” music format, and operates like other indie firms. Although it keeps the retainer fees and any bonuses for itself, Michele Clark would pass the add fees through to its stations. Each week, Michele Clark would communicate with programmers at each of its radio stations and convey the dollar amount of the add fee available for each song being promoted. When a station would add one of these songs, Michele Clark would collect the add fee and set it aside for the station.
Unlike other exclusive indies used by Warner Music, Michele Clark simultaneously collected both a retainer fee and add fees on Warner Music projects.

33. An exclusive indie would not be compensated if Warner Music had already spent a large amount of money on promotional support for play on a station the exclusive indie claimed to have a relationship with. Simply put, Warner Music would not pay for the same airplay twice.

D. Spin and Syndicated Programs

34. Warner Music regularly purchases radio time to increase airplay and deceptively boost chart position for its artists. Warner Music thus avails itself of the "spin programs" offered by certain radio stations and broadcasting conglomerates. Spin programs are blocks of advertising time during which Warner Music music is played. Because the monitoring services, BDS and Mediabase, count these spins just like any other airplay. The paid spin become part of the data used by Billboard and Radio & Records to compile the record charts.

55. These spots consist simply of the broadcast of a song, undifferentiated from regular music programming, so that the listener remains unaware that the spin has been purchased. In all cases, spin programs benefit Warner Music by generating additional spin detections by the airplay monitoring companies, even if the spins occur in the dead of night when relatively few people are listening to the radio. Nighttime spins may still prove effective as a means to improve song chart positions. Accordingly, Warner Music has purchased spin programs—frequently during overnight hours—to generate dozens, sometimes hundreds, of additional spin detections each week.

56. Warner Music uses spin programs strategically to vie for a higher chart position and also to maintain a record's current position on the chart when it begins to show signs of
weakness on the charts. If a song does not produce enough of a spin increase from one week to the next, or its spins actually decrease, the song will fall in chart position and radio programmers, who watch the charts and the weekly spin tallies, will consider dropping the song from their play lists. As a Reprise national promotion manager stated, "[S]pin programs enable you to move a song up a chart, depending on how many you purchase."

57. On Monday, when the charts are released, Warner Music examines them to determined the chart position of their songs and then decides whether to purchase spin programs. Spin programs are purchased by the labels through independent promoters or directly from radio conglomerates, as in the case of Entercom. Often independent promoters have acted as brokers for spin programs. For example, Jerry Brinmer sold slats on the spin program, Open House Party; while Jeff McClosky sold time on Citadel's spin program, Airbound. Airbound was broadcast on all Citadel stations and cost Warner Music approximately $2,500 per week to purchase. Entercom's spin programs, CD Preview and CD Challenge, could be purchased by Warner Music directly from the Entercom. Entercom's programs ranged from $3000 - $4,500 per week. Warner Music's promotion department recognized that Entercom's program -- which concentrated its spins in the little-listened to overnight time frame -- yielded the most misleading spin numbers. Anyone monitoring spins would see that the bulk of the spins occurred when the listening audience is the smallest. As one Warner Music promotion employee said "[I]t was clear what you were doing."

58. Less frequently, Warner Music also has used syndicated radio programs to increase spins and impact the charts. Generally, syndicated programs are weekly countdown shows that are broadcast on more than 50 stations nationwide, simultaneously. The spins
generated by these shows are detected by BDS and Mediabase. Clear Channel has had a few of
the more popular syndicated programs - Carson Daly, Rick Dees and Ryan Seacrest. Labels
could buy advertising and as a result get a spin on the syndicated show. A Warner Music senior
promotion manager stated.

There was obviously a benefit there. The benefit being that that syndicated show
is on maybe 30 or 60 radio stations. So one spin suddenly equals 60. And a lot of
times, record labels will use them for various reasons, to get further up a chart, to
debut on a chart, to go from two to one, various reasons. Like Carson Daley's
countdown. Boom, you will suddenly get 60 spins because it goes on every
monitored Clear Channel station.

E. Fraudulent Call-In Requests

59. In addition to the foregoing practices, Warner Music has orchestrated fraudulent
call-in request campaigns to obtain additional airplay for its music. Most radio stations take
requests from listeners to play particular songs. In fact, most stations have dedicated phone lines
and website features that handle listener call-in requests and record listener feedback. Such
information is monitored carefully by radio stations and syndicated radio programs, which
frequently incorporate actual requests into the radio program. Additionally, many radio stations
have programs that broadcast music derived exclusively from listener requests, for example, an
all-request weekend or all-request hour. Often, the number of requests a station receives for a
particular song will influence the station's decisions whether to add the song to its play list or
whether to play the song more often. Request formats, particularly on-air requests and voting
mechanisms, attract listeners by projecting the image of a station with a responsive, even
democratic, programming process.

60. Unbeknownst to the listening public, Warner Music has expended energy and
resources to manipulate the listener request process. Specifically, Warner Music has used
outside vendors to pose as listeners "requesting" that certain Warner Music songs be played by radio stations. The outside vendors hire teams of people who place calls to radio stations while pretending to be avid listeners requesting their favorite new song. Often, these callers know nothing about the song or artist they are requesting, or the station they are calling. One Warner Music national promotion manager stated that he has used these fraudulent call-in requests to generate a buzz among listeners, with the hope that the phony requests eventually will lead to legitimate requests. Another Warner Music promotion executive summed up his use of these phony requests as matter of getting the music played as much as possible to increase sales.

"[T]he more that people hear it, the more people associate with it, the more likelihood [sic] they are to go and purchase the record at the record store." According to another promotion employee, "On occasion we used them in some of our more developing acts. When you wanted to show requests at a radio."

IV. **Statutory Violations**

61. The Attorney General alleges that, by engaging in the practices described above, Warner Music has violated GBL § 349 and Executive Law § 63(12).

**IT NOW APPEARS** that Warner Music is willing to enter into this Assurance of Discontinuance, without admitting or denying the Attorney General's allegations, but acknowledging that some of its employees pursued improper promotion practices, as set forth in Warner Music's Statement annexed hereto as Exhibit A; and that the Attorney General is willing to accept the terms of this Assurance of Discontinuance pursuant to Executive Law § 65 (15) in lieu of commencing a civil action. This Assurance shall conclude any action the Attorney...
General could commence against Warner Music arising from or relating to the subject matter of this Investigation: provided, however, that nothing contained in this Assurance shall be construed to cover any claims that may be brought by the Attorney General to enforce Warner Music’s obligations arising from or relating to the provisions contained in this Assurance.

AGREEMENT

IT IS HEREBY UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED by and between Warner Music, and the Attorney General that:

1. This Assurance of Discontinuance shall be binding upon and extend to Warner Music, its employees, directors, officers, principals, divisions, subsidiaries, joint ventures or representatives, or any other person or entity whose acts, practices or policies with respect to radio are directed or controlled by Warner Music;

2. Within 90 days of the Effective Date of this Assurance, Warner Music will contribute and cause the total amount of $5 million to be delivered to the Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors who will distribute those funds to New York State not-for-profit corporations, to inure to the benefit of the residents of the State of New York by funding programs aimed at music education and appreciation; and

3. Warner Music will pay to the New York State Department of Law the sum of $50,000, to cover the costs of this investigation, made payable to the New York State Department of Law and forwarded to the following address: New York State Department of Law, Division of Public Advocacy, 120 Broadway, 25th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10271, Attn: Terry Brown Clemons, Assistant Deputy Attorney General.

BUSINESS REFORMS
4. Within 90 days of the effective date of this Assurance Warner Music shall implement the Business Reforms set forth in Exhibit B annexed hereto.

**COOPERATION WITH THE ATTORNEY GENERAL**

5. Warner Music shall fully and promptly cooperate with the Attorney General with regard to his investigation, and related proceedings and actions, of any person, corporation or entity, including but not limited to Warner Music’s current and former employees, concerning the music and broadcasting industries. Warner Music shall use its best efforts to ensure that all of its officers, directors, employees, and agents also fully and promptly cooperate with the Attorney General in his investigation and related proceedings and actions. Cooperation shall include without limitation: (1) production, voluntarily and without service of subpoena any information and all documents or other tangible evidence reasonably requested by the Attorney General, and any compilations or summaries of information or data that the Attorney General reasonably requests be prepared; (2) without the necessity of a subpoena, having Warner Music’s officers, directors, employees and agents attend any proceedings or otherwise ("proceedings" include but are not limited to any meetings, interviews, depositions, hearings, grand jury hearing, trial or other proceedings); (3) fully, fairly and truthfully disclosing all information and producing all records and other evidence in its possession relevant to all inquiries reasonably made by the Attorney General concerning any fraudulent or criminal conduct whatsoever about which it has any knowledge or information; and (4) in the event any document is withheld or redacted on grounds of privilege, work-product or other legal doctrine, a statement shall be submitted in writing by Warner Music indicating: (a) the type of document; (b) the date of the document; (c) the author and recipient of the document; (d) the general subject matter of the document; (e) the
reason for withholding the document; and (f) the Bates number or range of the withheld
document. The Attorney General may challenge such claim in any forum of its choice and may,
without limitation, rely on all documents or communications theretofore produced or the contents
of which has been described by Warner Music, its officers, directors, employees, or agents.
Nothing herein shall prevent Warner Music from providing such evidence to other regulators, or
as otherwise required by law.

6. Warner Music shall comply fully with the terms of this Agreement. If Warner
Music violates the terms of the previous paragraph in any material respect, as determined solely
by the Attorney General: (1) the Attorney General may pursue any action, criminal or civil,
against any entity for any crime it has committed, as authorized by law, without limitation; (2) as
to any criminal prosecution brought by the Attorney General for violation of law committed
within 5 years prior to the date of this Agreement or for any violation committed on or after the
date of this Agreement, Warner Music shall waive any claim that such prosecution is time barred
on grounds of speedy trial or speedy assignment or the statute of limitations.

MISCELLANEOUS

7. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as relieving Warner Music of the
obligation to comply with all state and federal laws, regulations or rules, nor shall any of the
provisions of the Assurance be deemed permission to engage in any act or practice prohibited by
such law, regulation or rule.

8. The acceptance of this Assurance of Discontinuance by the Attorney General shall
not be deemed approval by the Attorney General of any of Warner Music’s business practices,
and Warner Music shall make no representation to the contrary.
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9. This Assurance of Discontinuance is contingent on and relies on the truthfulness and accuracy of all representations made by Warner Music herein and during this investigation.

10. Unless otherwise provided, all notices as required by this Assurance of Discontinuance shall be provided as follows:

Lourdes Ventura, Assistant Attorney General
New York State Attorney General's Office
Civil Rights Bureau
120 Broadway, 3rd Floor
New York, New York 10271
tel. (212) 416-6493
fax. (212) 416-8074

11. In any application or in any such action, facsimile transmission of a copy of any papers to current counsel for Warner Music shall be good and sufficient service on Warner Music unless Warner Music designates, in a writing to the Attorney General, another person to receive service by facsimile transmission.

12. This Assurance shall be governed by the laws of the State of New York without regard to conflict of laws principles.

13. This Assurance may be executed in counterparts.

RIGHTS OF CUSTOMERS

14. Nothing contained in this Assurance of Discontinuance shall be construed to alter or enhance any existing legal rights of any consumer or to deprive any person or entity of any existing private right under the law. Nothing in this Assurance of Discontinuance shall in any way affect, restrict, or otherwise govern any rights of recourse Warner Music may have or seek to assert against any third-party.

EFFECTIVE DATE
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15. This Assurance of Discontinuance shall be effective on the date that it is signed by an authorized representative of the Attorney General’s Office (“Effective Date”).

VIOLATION AS PRIMA FACIE PROOF OF LAW VIOLATION

16. Any violation of the terms of this Assurance of Discontinuance shall constitute prima facie evidence of violation of the applicable law in any civil action or proceeding thereafter commenced against Warner Music by the Attorney General.

ENTIRE ASSURANCE OF DISCONTINUANCE

17. The terms stated herein constitute the entire terms of this Assurance of Discontinuance.

WHEREFORE, the following signatures are affixed hereto this 22 day of November, 2005.

WARNER MUSIC GROUP CORP.

By: [Signature]

DAVID H. JOHNSON, ESQ.
Executive Vice President
and General Counsel

ELIOT SPITZER,
ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

By: [Signature]

TERRILL BROWN CLEMONS
Assistant Deputy Attorney General
Division of Public Advocacy
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STATEMENT OF
WARNER MUSIC GROUP CORP.

Despite federal and state laws prohibiting unacknowledged payments by record labels to radio stations for airing of music, such direct and indirect forms of what has been described generically as “payola” for spins has continued to be an unfortunately prevalent aspect of radio promotion. Warner Music Group Corp. acknowledges that various employees pursued some radio promotion practices on behalf of the company that were wrong and improper, and apologizes for such conduct. Warner Music Group Corp. looks forward to defining a new, higher standard in radio promotion.
BUSINESS REFORMS

I. Within ninety (90) days of the effective date of this Assurance and Stipulation (hereinafter “Agreement”), WARNER MUSIC GROUP CORP., (“Warner Music”) shall undertake (to the extent not already undertaken) the following business reforms.

II. Definitions

A. Warner Music: Warner Music means any employee, director, officer, principal, division, subsidiary, joint venture or representative of Warner Music or any other person or entity whose acts, practices or policies with respect to Radio are directed or controlled by Warner Music.

B. Radio: Radio means any entity that broadcasts music or develops music programming for broadcast to consumers in the United States with the exception of Television.

C. Television: Television means any entity that broadcasts music to consumers in the United States primarily through an audio-visual format.

D. Airplay Monitoring Company: Airplay Monitoring Company means Nielsen Broadcast Data Systems, Mediabase 24/7 or any other nationally recognized company or entity that tracks or monitors Radio airplay in the United States for the purpose of charting or ranking music.

III. Impermissible Activity

A. Warner Music shall not give, offer, arrange for or provide anything of value to Radio, a Radio employee or a Radio contest winner except as set forth in ¶ IV.

B. Warner Music may engage in the activity set forth in ¶ IV subject to the following restrictions:

1. Warner Music shall not use any of the activity set forth in ¶ IV in an explicit or implicit exchange, agreement or understanding to obtain airplay or increase airplay or Warner Music recordings.

2. Warner Music shall not give, offer arrange for or provide cash, gift cards, gift certificates, or any monetary payment to a Radio employee.

3. Warner Music shall not give, offer, arrange for or provide cash, gift cards, gift certificates, or any monetary payment to a Radio contest winner.
4. Warner Music shall not give, offer, arrange for or provide cash, gift cards, gift certificates, or any monetary payment to Radio except in compensation for advertising and commercial transactions set forth in ¶ IV.

5. Warner Music shall not pay Radio for airplay of all or part of a song (such as a spin program, a paid-for spin, or a paid for advertising spin) for the purpose of generating spin detections.

C. Warner Music shall prohibit its employees, interns or others working on its behalf from:

1. contacting Radio and representing themselves as members of the public and requesting airplay of Warner Music recordings; and

2. manipulating voting features offered by Radio to falsely register public support for a Warner Music recording or artist.

IV. Permissible Activity

Warner Music may engage in the following activity with Radio subject to the restrictions set forth in ¶ III and the mandatory disclosure and documentation requirements set forth in ¶IV:

A. Contests or Giveaways: Warner Music may provide or pay for items of value for Radio to give away on the air or at a Radio event or to charity to people other than Radio employees or their relatives.

B. Commercial Transactions: Warner Music may enter into commercial transactions with Radio pursuant to which it may license, sell, or otherwise agree to distribute Warner Music songs or records.

C. Advertising:

1. Warner Music may purchase advertising with Radio.

2. Warner Music may also pay for the broadcast of its music on syndicated Radio programs ("Syndicated Radio Advertising").

D. Artist Appearances and Performances: Warner Music may arrange for its artists to appear or perform at events sponsored by Radio. Warner Music may subsidize reasonable costs related to the appearance or performance of its artists at events sponsored by Radio provided that such expenditures are approved in advance by the Compliance Officer.
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E. **Nominal Consideration.** Warner Music may provide that following items of value to Radio and Radio employees:

1. **CDs:** Warner Music may provide Radio with electronic copies of songs, and up to twenty (20) copies of each CD that it is promoting to Radio for the purpose of familiarizing Radio employees with Warner Music recordings. Warner Music may also provide Radio with electronic copies of recordings for posting on Radio websites for the purpose of familiarizing visitors to Radio websites with Warner Music recordings. In the event that additional CDs are needed for legitimate business purposes in excess of the 20 copies permitted herein, then Warner Music Employees must obtain approval in writing from the Compliance officer.

2. **Concert tickets:** Each Warner Music label may provide each Radio station or Radio program with up to twenty (20) tickets per concert and/or industry events per year to be used by Radio employees for the purpose of familiarizing Radio employees with live performances by Warner Music artists. In the event that additional tickets are needed, for legitimate business purposes, in excess of the 20 tickets permitted herein, then Warner Music Employees must obtain approval in writing from the Compliance officer.

3. **Modest personal gifts for life events and holidays:** Each Warner Music label may give Radio employees gifts commemorating life events and holidays provided that the expenditure does not exceed $150 in value per recipient per year. Warner Music may give Radio employees gifts commemorating life events and holidays that exceed $150 in value per recipient per year provided that the expenditure is approved in advance and in writing by the Compliance Officer.

4. **Meals and entertainment:** Warner Music may pay for meals and entertainment for Radio employees in an amount not to exceed $150 per person provided that the event is attended by a Warner Music employee and has a legitimate business purpose. Warner Music may pay for meals and entertainment for Radio employees in an amount that exceeds $150 per person provided that the event is attended by a Warner Music employee, has a legitimate business purpose and is approved in writing by the Compliance Officer.

5. **Travel and lodging expenses:** Each Warner Music label may provide or

---

*Dollar amounts in this section may be adjusted for inflation based on the Consumer Price Index.*
pay reasonable travel and lodging expenses for Radio employees to attend live performances or appearances by Warner Music artists for the purpose of familiarizing Radio employees with live performances or appearances by Warner Music artists. Each Radio station shall be limited to twenty (20) such trips annually, to be allocated among the stations' employees at Warner Music discretion. For purposes of this provision, reasonable travel and lodging expenses means commercial airfare (coach class), train or car service and lodging to cover a period within 24 hours of the live performance or appearance by a Warner Music artist. All travel and lodging expenditures must be approved in advance and in writing by the Compliance Officer.

V. Mandatory Disclosure and Documentation

A. Warner Music shall disclose and document all activity set forth in ¶ IV as follows:

1. Contests or Giveaways: Before Warner Music provides or pays for an item for Radio to give away on their air as set forth in ¶ IV A, Warner Music shall obtain a letter signed by the general manager, licensee, owner or other authorized senior executive other than a member of the programming personnel of the Radio station or Radio program that verifies:

a. the item of value will be given away to people other than the employees of the Radio station or Radio program, or their relatives;

b. an announcement that the item is being paid for by Warner Music or one of its labels will be included in Radio's broadcast of any on-air contest or giveaway; and

c. Radio is not providing or increasing airplay for Warner Music recordings in connection with Warner Music's provision of this item.

(1) For items that exceed the monetary reporting threshold established by the Internal Revenue Service, Warner Music shall, in addition to the documentation requirements set forth above, obtain a letter signed by the general manager, licensee, owner or other authorized senior executive other than a member of the programming personnel of the Radio Station or Radio program verifying that a contest winner has been selected and providing the full name, address and social security number of the recipient(s) of the prize.
Warner Music shall obtain this verification letter, complete with all requisite information, before shipping any item to Radio that exceeds the monetary reporting threshold established by the Internal Revenue Service.

2. Advertising and Syndicated Radio Advertising:

a. Advertising: Warner Music shall not advertise on a Radio broadcast unless, for each advertisement which contains music of a Warner Music artist and is more than 60 seconds long, before the advertisement is broadcast on Radio, Warner Music notifies the Airplay Monitoring Companies in writing of:

1. the general time frame and date(s) of the broadcast of the advertisement, to the extent such information is obtainable by Warner Music;

2. the length of the broadcast of the advertisement;

3. the station(s) on which the advertisement is to be broadcast, to the extent such information is obtainable by Warner Music; and

4. the fact that the broadcast is an advertisement and is not intended for detection by the Airplay Monitoring Companies.

b. Syndicated Radio Advertising: In advance of any broadcast of Syndicated Radio Advertising, Warner Music shall obtain a letter in writing signed by the general manager, licensee, owner or other authorized senior executive other than a member of the programming personnel of the syndicated Radio program that verifies:

1. an announcement will be made immediately before and after the broadcast of each song paid for by Warner Music;

2. the announcement will consist exclusively of the following unaltered statements broadcast in a manner that is audible and understandable to the average listener:

(a) announcement immediately before broadcast: The next song is a commercial advertisement that has
been paid for and selected by [insert name of Warner Music label].

(b) announcement immediately after broadcast: The song you just heard was a commercial advertisement that was paid for and selected by [insert name of Warner Music label].

(3) Notification to Airplay Monitoring Companies: Warner Music shall notify the Airplay Monitoring Companies in advance and in writing:

(a) the general time frame and date(s) of the broadcast of the Syndicated Radio Advertising;

(b) the length of the song contained in the Syndicated Radio Advertising;

(c) the station(s) on which is Syndicated Radio Advertising is to be broadcast; and

(d) the fact that the broadcast is Syndicated Radio Advertising not intended for detection by the Airplay Monitoring Companies.

3. Artist Appearances and Performances: Before confirming an appearance or performance by a Warner Music artist at an event sponsored by Radio, Warner Music shall obtain a letter signed by the general manager, licensee, owner or other authorized senior executive other than a member of the programming personnel of the Radio station or Radio program verifying that the artist’s appearance or performance at Radio’s event is not being provided in an explicit or implicit exchange, agreement or understanding to obtain airplay or increase airplay of Warner Music recordings.

B. Databases: Within 240 days of the effective date of this Agreement, Warner Music shall establish and maintain a database or databases of all expenditures made by Warner Music in connection with Radio. Warner Music shall maintain all documentation of expenditures required by this Agreement in the database(s) or in hardcopy for a period of not less than five (5) years. The database or databases shall:
1. Track and generate reports by Radio Station or Radio Program; and
2. Be readily searchable by the categories of expense set forth in § IV.

VI. Independent Promoters

A. Warner Music may hire independent promoters to assist Warner Music in promoting its music to Radio, however, solely for the purposes of this Agreement, all independent promoters hired by Warner Music shall be deemed to be representatives of Warner Music with respect to activities they undertake on behalf of Warner Music and therefore subject to the terms of this Agreement and the Standards of Conduct established by Warner Music pursuant to § VIII.

B. The following additional restrictions shall govern Warner Music's relationship with any independent promoter hired by Warner Music to promote music to Radio:

1. Warner Music shall not provide any item of value to an independent promoter to be distributed to Radio, a Radio employee or a Radio contest winner.

2. Warner Music shall not reimburse an independent promoter for any expense or purchase made for Radio, a Radio employee or a Radio contest winner.

3. Warner Music shall require any independent promoter it hires to certify in writing, on a quarterly basis, that the independent promoter agrees to be bound, in the same manner as a Warner Music employee, by the terms of this Agreement and the Standards of Conduct established by Warner Music pursuant to § VIII.

C. Warner Music shall make reasonable inquiries into the promotion activities of any Independent Promoter Warner Music hires to ensure that the Independent Promoter is operating in compliance with this Agreement and the Standards of Conduct established by Warner Music pursuant to § VIII.

D. The failure of Warner Music to make reasonable inquiries into the promotion activities of the Independent Promoter with respect to Radio will not shield Warner Music from liability for breach of this paragraph of the Agreement. If such reasonable inquiries are made by Warner Music and Warner Music is otherwise in compliance with the Agreement and Standards of Conduct established pursuant to § VII, it shall not be liable for a breach of this Agreement.
E. If Warner Music learns or determines that an Independent Promoter hired by Warner Music has violated any of the terms of this Agreement or the Standards of Conduct established by Warner Music pursuant to ¶ VIII, Warner Music shall notify the Compliance Officer and terminate the Independent Promoter immediately.

VII. Television

A. Warner Music shall not offer anything of value to Television or a Television employee in an explicit or implicit exchange, agreement or understanding to obtain broadcast or increase broadcast of Warner Music recordings.

B. Warner Music may enter into commercial transactions with Television pursuant to which it may license, sell, or otherwise agree to distribute Warner Music recordings or records. Such transaction shall no be used as leverage to increase the broadcast of Warner Music songs or records that are not the subject of the transactions themselves.

C. Warner Music shall prohibit its employees, interns or others working on its behalf from:

1. contacting Television and representing themselves as members of the public and requesting the broadcast of Warner Music recordings; and

2. manipulating voting features offered by Television to falsely register public support for a Warner Music recording or artist.

VIII. Standards of Conduct and Training

Warner Music shall develop company-wide written standards of conduct regarding its activities with Radio ("Standards of Conduct"), consistent with the terms of this Agreement, which Standards shall include inter alia, appropriate training of employees in business ethics, professional obligations, the federal payola and sponsorship identification laws, state commercial bribery laws, state and federal laws prohibiting the falsification of business records, state deceptive practices laws, and Warner Music's compliance obligations pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. Warner Music shall submit proposed Standards of Conduct for approval by the Attorney General within sixty (60) days of the effective date of this Agreement.

IX. Monitoring Compliance and Reporting

A. Compliance Officer: Warner Music's Compliance Officer shall ensure Warner Music's compliance with this Agreement and the Standards of Conduct. The
Compliance Officer's responsibilities shall include:

1. Establishing, implementing and supervising a training program as set forth in § VIII for all employees of Warner Music's promotion departments and all employees with supervisory authority over promotion departments and all employees with supervisory authority over promotion activity or expenditures.

2. Maintaining a hotline for employees to call the Compliance Officer to obtain advice on compliance with the Standards of Conduct, and report violations of the Standards of Conduct.

3. Developing and implementing procedures designed to ensure Warner Music's compliance with the Standards of Conduct.

4. Monitoring, on an ongoing basis, Warner Music's compliance with the Standards of Conduct and all procedures and systems designed to ensure Warner Music's compliance with this Agreement.

5. Reporting, on a quarterly basis, to the General Counsel of Warner Music regarding the status of Warner Music's compliance with the Standards of Conduct.

B. Annual Reports to the Board of directors and the Attorney General: The Compliance Officer shall submit annual reports to the Warner Music Board of Directors and the Attorney General concerning Warner Music's compliance with this Agreement and with the Standards of Conduct for a period of five (5) years from the effective date of this Agreement.

C. Implementation Report: Warner Music shall provide a written report, within 120 days of the effective date of this Agreement, to the Attorney General that details Warner Music's implementation of the terms of this Agreement.
M008
Toby Ackerman
$80.00
Rate The Show Award

M008
Dave Covenyo-Steffe
$85.00

M008
Concert Caterer Award
$105.00

M008
St. Marks
$100.00
Gay CityWGLH-Storm

M008
Matthew Zavala
$75.00
Phono Award Est. WELL WKGW

M008
positive EnergyWGLH-Liz Kien $133.00

M008
Liz Kien Award
$295.00

M008
Cindy
$50.00
Liz Kien Presents WKGW

M008
Maritl Jahnke
$134.00
WGGO News Team

M008
Joan Pelt - Theater Covenyo
$150.00
WGGO

M008
WNEI Radio
$451.00

11/21/2004

WKG 028554
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>PO #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/23/2004</td>
<td>Kim Mitchell</td>
<td>Hawaiian Odyssey</td>
<td>$1,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WMG 029655
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/2/04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**
- All entries are in USD.
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, October 08, 2004 3:24 PM 
To: 
Cc: (WBR) 
Subject: Used update

KRock: 13 siple, named 47 on BDS.....73 siple to date
I talked with Peer early today the SS info. and I also emailed Rob, Mike & Matt. all the specific SS info. including the NYC Market gaugemier of NJ, Long Isaland & the Northern Suburbs. I also included the Fishakalee info. for the NYC & NJ stations-which are going selling well, has a call into Rob and Jeff will be at Krock in person tomorrow morning for a meeting with all the info.

Should know more about how our spile will increase by tomorrow.

WZNE: Rochester Rated 15 with 10 siple.....100 spile to date
I spoke with Jeff Sobolans today & he is said they are getting Top 10 phones on this! He was very impressed with the national & local soundcheck numbers. He said he is not to have room to move anything until Friday when an gets his latest batch of research in, but he has 3 records in contention to move to the "B" category, and this week & The Used & KCR are 2 of them along with Cake.

He says he feels The Used has a really strong shot at getting this slot. He says these sales numbers will help for sure! have to followup with him on Friday & make sure we get it moved to a "B".

WMQ: Aubury Park, No Rank, 70.....22 spile to date
This station added this 3 weeks ago and have been piping it only once a day at night.
I spoke with the MO here today, Brian Nigro- who totally gets the Used, really likes the whole CD & agree that it should be getting more siple here. He was very impressed with the sales, especially the #5 rank in NJ. He said he would take all this info. to the PD - Gail, who does not deal with record people- any thing- has flown on the case to help us here. This station shifts away from anything with any "images" in it. (All the Used videos were only right records for them.) They tend to bias more adult that's why we have the Secret Machines here at #22. I even offered him to the upcoming Used, signed item, etc. to sell an increase. Brian said he would see if Gail will allow him to give it an increase and then said to keep loose next Friday to see what they will do. (Note: I even offered to bring the Used by the station last week after the mations in NJ since it was clear, but GAIL refused it)

WHRL: 20 x per week, raised #5.....95 spile to date
I emailed Lisa Stato, the PD, all the sales info. including #15 in Albany! I will be having lunch with her tomorrow at noon and will address the Used siple and ask for the increase. Since neither Green Day or the Used are muted through this market- I will offer her bonus to send aiconductor to see one of these shows in NY- since both are over weekend nights.

WEGI, VT- no spile, need add here.
Adult leasing AL station that is playing Secret Machines 2x per week- will be going up here and having dinner with the PD and the mo-Qaeda show gig tomorrow night. I told him about the feature & Top 5 Albmary take & he was impressed and said we can discuss this song again tomorrow. I will also offer them to see Green Day or the Used to NYC to get the add here. is helping me into this guy's eyes as well. he knows him from Detroit, where he didn't play the Used.

WEGD: No spile. No MO.
I am working the former station PD, Loren Danz- who says he will call the consultant- Ralph Sippola from Jacobs Media, to try and convince him to finally add the song for us. I receive Ralph from his days in Detroit & he also put a call into him today. The other old - that Ralph is flying now or ever is also helping me out here, he's been reaching out to Ralph every week with siple and asking to inform him about what is going on with this song. He finally got a reply from Ralph today about going for not getting back to him, etc. but wants to stay in touch on the and basically told him that he is doing minimum and programming it the station because he's very busy, etc. emailed him back today to say that include the #1 same in BUFFALO- with K1X AIRPLAY also relayed this to his message to him. I also called & left a

11/03/2004

WMQ 03077B
message about the song & the sales in the market for Evil Jim—the morning show producer working with Ralph--his selector.
So—we will doing everything we can to try and get this song added here. If you know Ralph or can help here please do!

11/9/2004

WMG:030779
From: (Atlantic Live)
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2004 9:24 AM
To: (Atlantic Live)
Subject: RE: PO's needed

I will give you the Antigone PO.

1. $900 Crossgates Mall gift card for WQLY to Toby Lightman add: -TROMOP70A
2. $122.30 for ticketmaster for Toby Lightman ticket buy for WJBO - TRH03OP0799
3. $152.47 for lunch for WIBOS at Antigone filming promo tour

WMG 064144
From:  
Sent:  
To:  
Subject:  

Jilly Flyaway

Winner and guest must be 18 years and older...and I need 7 days notice on winners name.

Thanks,

Management

----- Original Message -----

From:  
Sent:  
To:  
Subject:  

Trip for 2 to London
2 roundtrip tickets from Nework, NJ to London, England
1 hotel room, double occupancy
Access to taping of TRL Live on 8/19
Private meet and greet with Jilly
Autographed copies of Happy Love Sick

WMG 087797
From: (WBR)
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2004 8:30 AM
To: (WBR)
Cc: Z100/V LINKIN PARK

Ad
KNOWS, Z 100 HAS APPROACHED US FOR A LINKIN PARK FLIGHT TO LA OR GLASGOW FOR A GRAND PRIZE IN THEIR BIG MATCH GAME CONTEST ON THE MORNING SHOW. WITH THE RECORD IN POWER, I FEEL WE SHOULD DO ONE OF THESE FOR THEM. CAN WE APPROVE THIS?

Warner Brothers Records

ph.
for
call

11/21/2004

WMG 072048
If any of you think you can come along tomorrow with a sky of...
tix or Madonna flyaway - please call me in the am

Master Brothers Records
ph.

fax
cell
We need to jump into spins immediately this morning. No one should be less than 22s per week.  will send you a list of offenders. ....close the holes !!!

BGG/monitor
Top 40
1982a +141 Debut 30°
Multi Top 40
673c +341 36-24°
***************
Mediabase f/s
MCC
448c +294 27°
P80
1982a -235 Debut 35°
Warner Brothers Records

gh
lax
cell
From: [email]
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2004 12:22 PM
To: [email] (WEB)
Subject: To # for 2 promotions

Hi, 

I need to send you my paperwork for 2 promotions that my nationals said they have allotted.

The first is for $300 - Media's Sports Gift Certificate for WB/FV that I put in for Josh Groban at Top 40.

The other is for approx. $400 for WBQX - for contest winner trip to hotel in NYC for The Living End that I put in for All.

The show is the Wed. (2/17) and I will have the paper work in this week to you on both of these.

Can you please give me the PO#s on these?

Thanks.
From:
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2004 8:31 AM
To:
Subject: Unfirms outstanding promise

Hey,

I have a note here, since January, with my receipt for $300 in Assent gift checks we bought for l% (is this 8% or 6%) of today USEC New Year's promotion, that says you had to hold off on getting it in payment until the next quarter back. Now we just did the
Yearbook fee for $2,000 there. Should I add this $300 on that? Or do I need to get paid back for it?

Please advise.
Thank you.

11/04/2004
Hi Jim, Bridget & Morgan,

We would like to offer a Josh Groban Fly away to one lucky LITE FM winner & 1 guest to see Josh perform at an intimate audience in Santa Monica, CA. The concert is July 11th in conjunction with AOL. The catch is that we need the winner's names by July 1st. Please check out the job below and let me know if you would like to give this away on LITE FM. Thank you!

Replies Records, NY

---Quintal Meana---
Project: Josh ARL, June 24, 2004 12:50 PM
Tel: 
Subject: Josh AOL Flyaway Info

Will need the winners names by Friday, July 1st!

Here is the messaging AOL needs to have included in the promotion on the stations

AOL Music presents Broadband Rocks -- Josh Groban Live and Intimate from Berber Haque, Sundays, July 11th at 8pm. Watch the concert live on AOL for Broadband at AOL Keyword: Josh Groban. Or win tickets to this exclusive show now by

AOL Music presents Broadband Rocks -- Josh Groban

AOL Music presents Broadband Rocks -- Josh Groban Live and Intimate from Santa Monica, CA, Sunday July 11th at 8pm PT. Watch the concert live on AOL for Broadband at AOL Keyword: Josh Groban. Or win tickets to this exclusive show now, Joshgrhodes.com will be giving away a limited number of tickets for the show. If you live in the Southern California area, enter to win a pair of tickets to this intimate show. Please note: no transportation will be provided.

Josh’s fan club, joshrobinson.com, will be giving away a trip to see the show to one lucky member and a guest, plus over 100 tickets to the show. If you aren’t a member, now is a good time to join.

And if you can’t make it to the show, tune in to AOL Keyword: Josh Groban to watch it live.

joshrobinson.com

11242004

WMG 084534
Here is what to do this week - call me after you read this
LEV: WBCY - they are leasing more adult music (30+) this record is perfect for what they are doing - Wellington just did some bongo with label reps telling them the station's direction, Insured time to swoop in and get his done.

McClathy: WEDG - Ralph Cipollal at Jambalaya Media - impossible to get a hold of - taking the station active rock - I am not sure what other stations are playing.
WOCQ - Bobby Farrar at McClathy - try to squeeze Jeff.
WRKX - Susan Groom at WRKX in New Orleans this weekend - McClathy can help you here too...

WJUE - Charles Grimmni - (317) 669-0999 told him I told you to call - $500 for the add and may ask for a time slot.

MOSER: 715-562-4300
WCLS - Mike Murphy is the guy - he will also help at XHBC
KTRC - His show is next weekend - Mills should open up soon
WEDD - He helps them but who the hell knows what's up - see McClathy comment

McClathy: 212-924-7775
WURH - John Ross is a good guy - his music director Jeff Zim is a total music person. They get hit hard with those on home depot gift cards (you want to spend $$)
WLRS - June Rose had to get everything past JD Kuster - and SNEED III needs a u-oh, it's a lot.

WMFS - ALL BILLS MIGHT HANG HERE!

VAN Q - (215) 669-0802 works hard for very cheap and he can get you these guys
WWRZ - music hard licensing station - this show works here.
MRNR - Joe Joe is a very music oriented guy - consulted by Mike Murphy at VDYL as well Murphy and you can get him.

WZAD - SDA only station - Kilean/May/Jeet/Chinedown in the short stack - may take a minute here

Bill Ruch: (616)-942-3910
KRTS - Tommy Mattson - 314-423-7850
KZRL - Greg Sargent - 913-617-6998

Glasowar: 918-757-2350
KMON - Bill is hard to get ahold of - Voo Doo feel is this weekend - try him mends;

SNEED: Jeff Deane is the secret weapon - pay him $1000 retainer and tell him to close word on these guys
310-384-1000

WRKX, KFTE, WLRS, WMFS

KXLY you can buy from Jeff Deane - you will get all overnight spins fast
KXLY you can buy from Jeff Deane
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Q101 - Talked to Stem this morning - in the short stack and definitely on their radar.
VW2K - Michael Young is the one to talk to here - 317-478-7418 - left him a message this morning
WMAD - Call Curtis Glines - 608-274-5600

Do you have any call-out yet from KROQ or anyone else?

Split...

WXTM - 12X week - she got called back yesterday - try to move that
WAGQ - 12X week - Shaggy is a shore - make him move that
WBLY - 1X a week - featured McGuire
KROQ - 12X week - Melody got blown out - Toby is the guy
KCCX - 12X week - call Kelly
KODR - 1X a week - call McClusky

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Gouriet [mailto:jimz@oconint@thelevitts.com]
Sent: Friday, October 15, 2004 4:48 AM
To:
Subject: Re: Alternative Building Chart - Mediabase-R&R

Help!!! Where do I go from here? Feels like I climbed a wall and cannot go up or down.

On 10/15/04 6:41 AM, ^wbr.com^ wrote.

_____________________________________________________
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld (www.BlackBerry.net)

-----Original Message-----
From: charts@mediabase.com <charts@mediabase.com>
To: ^wbr.com^@wbr.com
Sent: Fri Oct 15 05:30:53 2004
Subject: Alternative Building Chart - Mediabase-R&R

Mediabase-R&R
Alternative Building Chart
Ending: 10/14/2004

1 GREEN DAY-American Idiot (Reprise) 1695 +26
2 U2-Vertigo (Interscope) 1473 +16
3 JIMMY EAT WORLD-Pain (Interscope) 1376 +78
4 BREAKING BENJAMIN-So Cold (Hollywood) 1270 +13
5 VELVET REVOLVER-Fail To Pieces (RCA) 1314 +44
6 LINKIN PARK-Breaking The Habit (Warner Bros.) 1299 +30
^7 RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE-Revolution Radio (Epic) 1260 +45
8 CH VesnEV-Vitamin R (Leading Us Along) (Epic) 1231 +10
9 THREE DAYS GRACE-Just Like You (Jive/Zomba) 1093 +27
^10 CROSSFADE-Cold (Columbia) 984 +86
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11 KILLERS-Somebody Told Me (Island/IDMG) 995 -86
12 SUM 41-We’re All To Blame (Island/IDMG) 791 +39
13 MODEST MUSE-House Breakout Smiley (Epic) 785 +51
14 USED-Take It Away (Reprise) 740 +57
15 SNOW PATROL-Ruins (A&M) 741 +65
16 LOSTPROPHETS-Wake Up (Make A Move) (Columbia) 675 -227
17 CAGE-The Phone (Columbia) 675 -6
18 SUPREMOUR-Duality (Roadrunner/IDMG) 670 -88
19 KORN-Ward Up (Epic) 668 +20
20 FRANK FERINCANDO-Take Me Out (Domino/Epic) 651 -95
21 COHEN AND CAMERIA-A Favor House Atlantic (Equal Vision/Columbia) 596 -168
22 GREEN DAY-Boulevard of Broken Dreams (Reprise) 558 +169
23 TUNING BACK SUNDAY-A Decade Under The Influence (Sire/Sony) 540 -64
24 INTOY-Slow Hands (Maverick) 527 +33
25 SKUNKY-Nobody (Lava) 519 +6
26 ROSE-Material (Warner Bros.) 513 +62
27 SOCIAL DISTORTION-Rescuer For The Sky (Tom Bomb) 499 +29
28 KILLERS-High, Brightside (IDMG) 416 +77
29 MARLYN MANCHOFF-Personal Jesus (Interscope) 414 +12
30 GOOD CHARLOTTE-Predictable (Epic) 379 -31
31 A PERFECT CIRCLE-Imagine (Virgin) 366 +54
32 FUTURE LEADERS OF THE WORLD-Leave Me Out (Epic) 364 -3
33 DODGES-Fell Behind Me (Atlantic) 361 -6
34 MY CHEMICAL ROMACE-I’m Not Okay/If I Promise) (Reprise) 358 +58
35 THREE DAYS GRACE-Grace (Jive) 355 +189
36 JET-Look What You’ve Done (Elektra) 346 +164
37 YELLOWCARD-Only One (Chrysalis) 338 -145
38 NICKELBACK-Because of You (Roadrunner) 276 +48
39 FRANK FERINCANDO-Thin Fire (Domino) 276 +109
40 KEANE-Somewhere Only We Know (Island/Interscope) 274 +23
41 SEVEN CELESTIAL-Picture Perfect vanbliche (Universal) 249 +20
42 BILKNOTT-Vermin (Reprise/IDMG) 147 +110
43 EXPLOSION-Just A Virgin) 232 0
44 SKINFEWOWN-Simple Man (Atlantic) 221 +11
45 SECRET MACHINES-Anyway Apal (Reprise) 221 +41
46 GOODMAY-Touch (Epic/IDMG) 220 +32
47 DOGS DIE IN HOT CARS-I Love You ’Cause I Have To (V2) 202 +231
48 RIDDIN’ KIDS-Step The World (AWARE/Columbia) 197 +3
49 MUSIC-Break (Capitol) 185 +1
50 ALTER BRIDGE-Open Your Eyes (Wineup) 178 -44
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Hey Guys -

Maybe a few will help me since I am totally unclear lately with many trips etc. Here is what I have as contracted contest spots from you all this week. Let me know if there is additional stuff.

VCR
WBMJ, $1500 (on Green Day budget)
Halloween Radio Show Saturday - $2000
Jinnari Radio Show - you & Hotel - $700.00
KWBG increase to $900 - $1500 next Friday

Green Day
KCHL Pops Property - for canceling the surprise play
VHTR, host in-treme for OC show $500
SF contest kitty to cover Expenses - $500 - WMBJ 2 KCHL 2 - $500
WEGG split cost for contest tickets $425.00
Visit for Band to WYFS Askun Promotion - $500

SOFY
Halloween Radio Show - you/1000
WMBJ 2 also books in different colors - $750
WYFS VIP Section at 8:30 Club $100
WYFM - Tuesday & Thanksgiving - $1200

VWMG 088673
Subject: RE: *** R.E.M.*** important reminder

Send total of 20K to begin. Let's talk later... I don't want to spend money on 30s

Subject: RE: *** R.E.M.*** important reminder

Send total of 20K to begin. Let's talk later... I don't want to spend money on 30s

Subject: RE: *** R.E.M.*** important reminder

We will have an MP3 of the song to you tonight.

Please send feedback to me as you get it. I need to know what if you have stations that will NOT be there on or after date on #23. I expect everyone at KAB to come in.

In addition to our single coming this week, I going for ads immediately. We want to come up with ideas that focus on expert ties to drive listeners to the store on October 6. Can give thought to what makes sense in your market. Win it weeks ago. Timothy? Bob based plan? TRY All ideas are welcome...bring it on!

I know all of this has come up rather quietly. Thank you in advance for staying on top of the situation.

Subject: RE: *** R.E.M.*** important reminder

WWG 089095
Subject: **** R.E.M.**** important reminder
importance: High

"Leaving New York" drops tomorrow to AAA, Modern Rock, Rock, Classic Rock, Hot AC, and Modern Adult!

Please make sure all your stations know. We went AAA adds tomorrow. That format LOVES this song. Please get any other station to put this in rotation as well. I firmly believe once other formats live with this song a bit, they will begin to understand the genius of it. Simply said, it's a love song. Hit the Modern side of Hot AC hard with continuous play up!!!!!

WMG 089666